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In the name of Allah the Most Gracious & Most Merciful. All praise is due to Allah (SWT), who says in the Glorious
Qur’an (5:32), “Whoever saves a life, it is as if he (she) saved the whole humanity.” Peace and blessings on his Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH), of whom Allah (SWT) says: “We have only sent you as a mercy to the whole of creation.”
[Quran 21:32].
Salik Development Foundation is serving people in unreached Areas and to those affected during emergencies, since
1989. The organization has since graduated to be counted as national level organization. Its goal is to enable
communities to plan, implement and manage development assistance program; through countrywide network of
community organizations (CO's).SDF prime focus has been to capacity building at grassroots level, for improving the
quality of life for marginalized Communities; to have access to basic facilities. Over the years, the interventions were
evolved and spread through Pakistan. Salik development Foundation is committed to work for the poor and vulnerable
communities through participatory development in the KP, Punjab, Baluchistan, FATA and AJK. SDF made supreme
efforts to build community capacity and emphasized on quality inputs. With the grace of Almighty Allah SDF is the
leading representative of Mobilization, Institutional development, Wash, Education, Health, Livelihood and
Environmental sanitation. All these efforts have been made to strengthen the SDF systems including governance,
internal controls, program delivery, monitoring and accounting.
During the reporting period, we have launched a good number of very productive projects with the support of
institutional donor and other partners. You may please see the details in the report in your hands. It is matter of
immense pleasure that our beneficiaries maintained their record of successful enterprises and jobs from our catchment
area.
Mainly we support the neediest and the most marginalized communities in Health& Nutrition, WASH, Social
protection, Food security & livelihood, Early Education ,Human rights, Disability, trainings/ Capacity building and
Advocacy Programs.
I am grateful to all our donors, partners, stakeholders and staff whose consistent support enabled us to reach to the
maximum people in need and to execute a good number of potential projects to the best satisfaction of both
beneficiaries and donors.
We feel our self confident to meet all challenges with the support of our diverse and inclusive workforce. Social
responsibility has been ingrained in the SDF’s culture since its earliest days as an organization.
The year 2016-17 proved to be yet another solid year for SDF. We continued achieving exceptionally high
on: Trustworthiness and Efficiency in everything we do, Achieving 100% Project Success rate,
Maintaining 100% Compliance, Governance and Transparency, Doing the right thing… Right!, and
Designing Sustainable ethical solutions for our beneficiaries
I congratulate and appreciate the cohesive roles and support by a large number of partners that led SDF to success.
SDF staff's contribution and team work led to initiate preparation of integrated plan. We look forward to productive
year ahead

Jehanzeb
President
Salik Development Foundation (SDF)
Email: salik4@gmail.com

INTRODUCTION:
Salik Development Foundation (SDF) is a nonprofit organization, established in 1989. Working area of SDF is Khyber Pukhtonkhwa,
Azad Jamu & Kashmir, Sargodha, Loralai, Quetta, Skardu, Diamir, Khyber Agency and Bajauar Agency. The main cause of its
establishment is to ensure a peaceful, developed and prosperous society, where everyone can enjoy their full rights without
undermining others wellbeing.
SDF strength is its community in KP, Gilgit Baltistan, Punjab,FATA and AJK with overall coverage of 518 UCs. SDF believes on
participatory development everyone have an equal opportunity to be main stack holder of the program. SDF main thematic areas
are Human Institutional Development, Livelihood, Health, Education, Community physical infrastructure, Shelter, WASH, Disability,
Advocacy, Women in development, Environmental protection and Emergency Relief.
CORE VALUES
These traits express the belief and define the culture of our organization. We have a commitment to the right core values like
respect, integrity, trust, teamwork, passion for serving the deserve ones, right leadership and strongest strategy make our vision
and goal more clear

Our Core values are:
Sincerity : )( اخالص
In responding to poverty and suffering, our efforts are driven by sincerity to Allah and the need to fulfill our
obligations to humanity

Social Justice: )(عدل
Our work is founded on enabling people and institutions to fulfill the rights of the poor and vulnerable. We
work to empower the dispossessed toward realizing their Allah-given human potential and developing their
capabilities and resources.

Custodianship : )( آمانت
We uphold our duty of custodianship over the Earth, its resources and the trust people place in us as
humanitarian and development practitioners. We are transparent and accountable.
Besides over all projects of SDF are working under these five core program
HAQ program
a. Human rights
b. Gender equality
c. Advocacy projects
ROSHNI Program
d. Education
e. Trainings
f. Advocacy
KHUSHHALI Program
g. Livelihood
h. Social enterprises
i. Vocational skills
SEHAT Program
j. Medical Camps
k. Health projects
l. Hospitals and health awareness projects
EMERGENCY Program
m. Food and Non food items

n. Shelter
o. Wash
p. Cash grant and cash vouchers
Registration:
1. Social welfare Department Govt. of KP
(DSW/845/KPK)
2. Social welfare Department of FATA
(DSW/FATA 175)
3. Federal Ministry of Youth Affairs Islamabad.
4. Security Exchange commission of Pakistan

Affiliation
1. Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF)
2. Trust for Voluntary Organization (TVO)
3. National Trust for population Welfare (NATPOW)
4. Skill Development Council (SDC)
5. Federal Ministry of State & frontier regions

Goal
To ensure the Establishment of a Peaceful,
Developed and Prosperous Society
Vision

Mission

An equal, developed and prosperous society
where everyone have equal rights on resources
without any discrimination, in a peaceful
environment and where people have easy
access towards justice.

Our mission is to ensure community participation in the
whole process of development through social
mobilization, proper planning, Implementation and to
facilitate the people for the sustainable solution of
their problems within the limits of available resources.

Objectives









Provision of educational facilities and awareness rising in back ward communities.
Efforts for the provision of basic health facilities, health education, nutrition and awareness rising about
prevention and control of diseases.
To alleviate poverty and efforts for availability of basic needs of life i.e employment, skill trainings, safe
drinking water, and sanitation and community physical infrastructure to deprived and backward communities.
To improve natural resources for the protection of Environment through awareness raising and capacity building
trainings.
Capacity building of farmers, information sharing and provision of facilities for agricultural development.
Advocacy for peace, equality and human rights (esp. women and children).
Coordination and linkage development, Information sharing and capacity building of COs / VOs / LSOs for
participatory development and human resource development.
Emergency Relief , Early recovery and Rehabilitation efforts in case of natural disasters and conflicts.

Key projects brief in the reporting period:
In this Anuual report we strived hard to incorporate all the components and project we accomplished successfully, here is some
of the brief introduction and achievements of the projects in med of 2016 and 2017.

“Social health protection initiative KPK”
1.

Executive Summary of the project

Through proposed project named “Social Health
protection Initiative, SEHAT SAHULAT PROGRAM”,
and is being implementing by SDF with the technical and
financial support of State life insurance corporation was
designed to facilitate 341841 marginalized families.
The main focus of the project was to aware and mobilize the
targeted community regarding health card facility and how to
use, while on other hand the core responsibility of SDF was to
distribute 341841 Numbers of health cards to the selected
project participants.
The duration of the project was initially of 4 four months while it was extended
to 07 seven months. The targeted area of the project was four districts of KPK,
i.e district Mardan, Sawabi, Charsadda and District Haripur.
In the project spam all the activities were carried out very professionally and all
the SOPs were carried out very well.
To achieve the desired objectives SOPs were designed keeping all the
requirement of the donor. SDF give the advertisement for hiring teams, and all
the recruitment process was carried out professionally. A total of 16 teams
were hired and each team was comprised of 05 personnel.
The core task assigned to the team leader was to coordinate with focal persons,
the list of whom were provided by the CM secretariat, while it was endorsed by
the local MPAs and MNAs.
The team leaders along with their team were thoroughly briefed on the project
and task were assigned to each team, the team leader along with their team
prepare their implementation plan and present in the orientation session.
The necessary equipments were provided along with vehicles to each team, and
after the contract signing activity they starts their activity according to plan.
Initially it was very difficult to achieve the desired target as per the SOP shared
by the donor, so with mutual discussion with the high ups, focal persons and
other philanthropists were involved to expedite the process, which was proved
fruitful after a while.
The project was wind up at the end of March with the overall 76.1%
achievement. SDF enrolled a number of 259931 beneficiaries out of 341841
numbers of beneficiaries in four targeted districts.

This report presents the extract of

all the accomplished project’s
activities named “Social Health
protection
Initiative,
SEHAT
SAHULAT PROGRAM”.
This project consumed huge amount of
work, research and dedication. Still,
implementation would not have been
possible if we did not have a support of
many individuals and experts. Therefore
we would like to extend our sincere
gratitude to all of them.
The report doesn’t reflect the
involvement and interest of the KP
government and all the elected
members, here we are including some of
the pictures, shows the presence of
Speaker, deputy Speaker, MPAs, MNAs,
Ministers in the inauguration and
monitoring visits to different CDCs
established by Salik Development
Foundation in four targeted Districts of
KPK. I,e District Mardan, Sawabi,
Charsada and Haripur.
The project was very fruitful and
interesting, and was according to the
dire need of the beneficiaries.

INTRODUCTION

Salik Development Foundation (SDF) is a nonprofit organization, established in 1989. Working area of SDF is
Khyber Pukhtonkhwa, Azad Jamu & Kashmir and FATA. The main cause of its establishment is to ensure a peace full,
developed and prosperous society. SDF strength is its community in KP, FATA and AJK with overall coverage of 101
UCs. SDF believes with participatory development in which women have an equal main stack holder of the society.
Organization working sectors are Human Institutional Development, Livelihood, Health, Education, Community
physical infrastructure, Shelter, WASH, Disability, Advocacy, Women in development, Environmental protection and
Emergency Relief.
The Government of Khyber Pukhtonkhwa initiated a Program named Sehat Sahulat Program for the marginalized
segments of the province. The main objective of the initiative was to insure the health facilities at the door steps to all
the marginalized dwellers of the province. For this purpose data from Benezir income support program has been
obtained and up to 25 scores families were selected for the provision of sehat insaf Card.
In this regards STATE LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION OF PAKISTAN has signed an agreement with Project
Management Unit, Government of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa for providing Hospitalization facilities to the marginalized
segments of population from the designated districts. The data of the pre-selected families were provided by the KP
government for issuance of health cards to the selected households. The main reason of health cards is to provide
and insure inpatient/daycare facilities in the designated public and private hospitals of the districts.
To execute this project state life insurance corporation further invite call for proposal for the social mobilization and
cards distribution to the selected project participants. Through a proper process SDF was selected to operate in four
districts of KPK.
The primary task of the SDF is the distribution of the health cards along with printed material and spreading
awareness among the card holders regarding acquisition of health care facilities while admitted in the hospital.
MAIN FEATURES OF THE SEHAT SAHULAT PROGRAM’s CARD:







Sehat sahulat cards are valid for two years
From each SSC Eight members of the family will be Benefited
Each member will be benefited an amount of PKR 30,000 annually
Each family have an amount of PKR 300,000 as premium for tertiary care
In this program only hospitalization facilities are included, while OPDs are not included in this SSC.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION:
Salik Development Foundation (SDF) signed an agreement with State Life for Card distribution in four districts of KPK
(Mardan, Charsadda, Swabi and Haripure).Main Responsibility of SDF was the enrollment of beneficiaries and
updating the family roster contact numbers to the software. It was also decided in the contract with the donor to

distribute SSC cards to the targeted beneficiaries. In this connection SDF
started its project from Swabi with close coordination of all the relevant stack
holders.
The proper inauguration ceremony was held at village Tuhrlandai of district
Sawabi on November 29, 2017. In the mentioned ceremony Health Minister
Mr. Shah Ram Khan Tarakai was the chief guest. While Project Director Dr.
Riaz Tanoli, State life Officials Mr. Fayyaz Noor Saib, participated in this
occasion as well.
Inauguration ceremonies were also carried out in all four districts. In these
inaugurations all the relevant stack holders of the districts were invited
while focal persons were also invited in each district respectively. All the
focal persons were thoroughly briefed about the program and their contacts
numbers were noted for correspondence.
Each district cards were bifurcated union councils wise and the cards and
tokens received from state life were also on the basis of union councils.
The staff was hired for each district as bellow, and they were briefed on the
operating procedures, project orientation were carried out in the SDF head
office and areas were assigned to each team leader with clear SOPs.
Division of Teams District Wise
is
S.No

Name of District

Total Cards Total UCs

No. Of
Teams

1

Mardan

103168

76

05

2

Charsadda

123148

49

04

3

Swabi

113301

54

05

4

Haripure

41000

46

02

225

16

Total

Above is some of the inauguration ceremony
at a glance in different district and first
introductory / induction meeting with
elected members and philanthropists of the
targeted districts.
In the first picture Mr. Shahram Khan Health
Minister inaugurated the program by giving
SS card to a beneficiary.

Each team was comprised of the following personnel.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Team Leader
Social Mobilizer Female
Computer Operators ( 03)
Card Searcher
Driver

Equipments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Laptop
Scanners
Internet Edge for internet coverage
Carry Van

5. Stationary
ACTIVITIES OF THE PROGRAM:
State Life Insurance Corporation of Pakistan
provided the data of selected beneficiaries
in all these four districts of KPK. SDF made a
Detail implementation plan for sehat
Sahulat program of all these four district of
KPK. The entire relevant stack holders were
kept in loop. Following are the main steps
taken for program implementation.
1. Meetings were conducted with
Relevant MPAs for project
orientation and getting list of Focal persons in the targeted area.
2. List of Focal person provided to SDF from each Relevant MPAs attested from CM secretariat were contacted
for meeting and courtesy
3. Meeting was also conducted with assigned
focal Persons and relevant stack holders of
each UCs.
MR. Shahraam Khan Tarakai Health MinisterKPK visits to
different CDC, Cards distribution centers, established by Salik
4. Distribution of tokens to focal person of the
Development Foundation encourage the field staff and develop
UCs for further dissemination among
interest of the community.
beneficiaries
Different inauguration ceremony aware the community
5. Selection and finalization of venue for Card
regarding the importance of Sehat Sahulat Card and they also
distribution center with tentative dates (plan).
realized the dire need of the medical support especially the
6. Follow Up, courtesy and verification of tokens
hospitalization.
distribution in each Union councils.
On the other hand the elected member’s involvement also
7. Establishment of static Card Distribution
creates a miss situation somewhere, as the new SOPs and
methodologies were directed to adopt by the staff, which suffer
Center
the pace of work.
8. Mobilization and Awareness Sessions for
beneficiaries at CDC and Community Level
At the initial stage it was came to notice that only 55

percent cards were distributed at CDC, while the rest of the progress was remarkably decreasing day by day, So for
further distribution it was decided to involve focal persons, Nazims, councelors and Secretaries for collection of
Forms and other compliance to expedite the process.
PROGRESS OF THE PROGRAM
District
Name
Swabi
Mardan
Haripur
Charsadda
Report
5 Totals:

S.No
1
2
3
4

Target Population Enrollment
%age Enrollment
105839
89765
84.81
89862
59633
66.36
33367
23944
71.76
112773
86589
76.78
341841

259931

76.039

112773

120000

105839

89862

100000

86589

89765

80000

59633
60000
40000

33367

20000

23944

0
Mardan
Charsadda

Swabi
Haripure

Target

Achievement

Challenges, Issues, Hurdles faced during project execution:

1. At the initial stage no clear cut Policy or SOP for Implementation of the Program from SLICP were provided to
SDF, which slow down the progress at the start.
2. It was also a challenge for SDF that each MPA provided their representatives list for each UCs which was later
on cancelled by Chief Minister, which create a panic situation as we orient them regarding project and built a
repo with all of them, the new list were comprised of almost new focal persons and the process were started
once more from the beginning.
3. Work Plan shared with STATE LIFE INSURANCE CORPORATION OF PAKISTAN was changed according to the
availability of their engagements.
4. As per directives from CM Secretariat the tokens already distributed by focal persons were changed. by Chief
Minsiter Secretariat Completely changed the shape and progress of the enrollment process
5. Program was delayed for one month due to lack of proper planning and coordination.

6. Health Minister have own plan for enrollment of Sehat Insaf Cards while chief Minister and MPAs have their
own planning for cards Distribution
7. The political involvement in the SSP make hurdles, as they were indulged in political races and each one of
them were not excepting the involvement of other in their area or their interventions.
8. Again in the selection venue for cards distribution was disturbed so many time because of the involvement of
MPAs and Nazims .
9. We were forced to distribute tokens on the basis of political involvement in which biasness also created by the
politicians
10. In District Mardan Previous Program of Sehat sahulat card was the main reason for low enrollment because in
that program hospitals have not facilitated the beneficiaries up to the mark.
11. The main issue of the data was that name of the HHs was missing so it was too hard to find the beneficiaries
12. Security clearance was also not taken by Project Management unit on time.

Bacho Kor “Children Home”

(Regd)

Bacho Kor (Child Home) Address: Bacho Kor opposite Government Higher Secondary School Mazdoor Abad Takht Bhai Mardan
KPK Pakistan Website: http://bachokor.org Gmail: bachokor4@gmail.com Twitter: https://twitter.com/Childhome1

Al- Qura’an : Did He not find thee an orphan and give thee shelter (and care)? (Surah Ad-Duha, 6)

فَأ َ َّما اليَتِي َم فَالَ تَ ْقهَر

Therefore, treat not the orphan with oppression,

Background of Bacho Kor:
Our beloved country Pakistan is rich with the natural
resources and is a social, Islamic and Democratic Country.
Different kind of tribes and religions are living here. Pakistan
is an Islamic Republic country. In Pakistan many kinds of
minorities are living as well. In which the majority have
religion, Language and many values of their life are in
common. Our country is the battle field for the last two
decade due world interests for which our country is passing
through. Orphans and abandoned children are also one of
the issues raised by terrorism and extremism.
Due to different kinds of surveys at times the total numbers
of orphans in Pakistan are 40 lacs (4 Million) in which
majority of the orphans are in KPK, whom parents died in
terrorist activities.
In Pakistan there is no proper mechanism for the education,
health and welfare of orphans are facing problems but as a
whole the society is affecting. Now this is the prime responsibility that we should provide Shelter, Education,
training, residence and food for orphans.
In order to became these children responsible citizens of a peaceful, Developed and prosperous society.
For the completion of the above great project by Salik Development Foundation has initiated self help based
Bacho kor establishment for the orphans and abandoned children.

Bacho Kor Vision:
To establish a peaceful, developed and Prosperous Society together with orphans and abandoned children

Bacho Kor Mission:
Provision of education, Skills and basic necessities of life to orphans and abandoned children for a prosperous
society and responsible citizens of the society.

Bacho Kor Objective:





Selection of orphans and abandoned children according to set criteria
Through education ( fifth to Metric) and skills enrolled children will be the responsible citizen of the
society
Campaign for the awareness for the welfare of orphans and abandoned children
Through mutual cooperation with Govt and other organizations for a peaceful, welfare and cooperation
for development.

Facilities:










Education
Food
Residence
Science Lab
Computer Lab
Library
Co-Curricular activities
Exposure visits
Initially 100 orphans and abandoned will be enrolled to whom education, Skill, Residence an organization has
been established with the Name of Bacho Kor ( Child Home). The number of students will be increased as per
resources.
 For mention program Jehan Zeb President SDF has donated a 261 marlas for Bacho Kor.

Tehreek e Tanazia’at Wa Muqadimaat Khatma ( TTMK)
Email Address: tahreek.tmk@gmail.com

Face book: facebook/tahreek.tmk

Address: Near PTCL Exchange Malakand Road Takht Bhai District Mardan

And if two groups of the Muslims fight each other, then make peace between them, but if one
of them commits excessiveness against the other, then fight the one that has committed
excessiveness till it reverts to the command of Allah. Then if it reverts rectify between them
with justice and do justice. Verily Allah loves the equitable. Al Qura’an: [Surah Al-Hujurat :
Verse No 9]

Back Ground of Tahreek Tanaziat Muqadmat Khatima:

The conventional court system of Pakistan, today, finds itself embroiled in a myriad of structural
and administrative issues.
The civil courts too are excessively over-burdened and under-resourced. Therefore,
whenever petty issues involving non-cognizable offences get forwarded to civil courts from the
Police, the involved parties find themselves following a long and expensive process of justice. The
delay in dispensation of justice, if at all dispensed, causes a feeling of frustration, humiliation and
despondency.
Moreover, since such issues (mostly of civil nature) do not get timely resolved, they usually end up in
a criminal activity with the aggrieved party taking the law in its own hands. A petty wage issue turns
into a criminal act when the aggrieved person attacks the owner. Similarly, a simple divorce or
custody issue often ends up resulting in a spate of murders.
Pakistan is an Islamic republic state. Many kinds of Followers are residing over here. As Per
constitution every citizen have an equal rights over here. As per practice Minority and Majority both
are suffering for lacking of basic needs of Life. The lack of basic needs have many reasons but one of
the main is the out dated system in place in this country. The citizens and Departments of this country
are feel sorry for each other which is creating more and more disputes. The system for resolving these
disputes need improvement. The current system wasting time, resources and human as well. The
lengthy process lasted for generation to generation and creating more and more disputes. The People
coming for justice to courts fall in unending difficulties and problems. They forgot the cruelty upon
them for which they are seeking justice in the courts. In the end they pray for finishing the cases.
Millions of cases suffering billion of peoples are still pending to be decided.
The current system is promoting poverty, illiteracy and disputes, which is creating hurdles for
promoting a peaceful, developed and prosperous society. The responsibility cannot be shifted to the
staff and employees of this sector because in this most of the staff is devoted and intelligent. These all
are our children and elders and also production of our society. As a Pakistan we all are responsible for
not changing ir improving the system of justice in placed.
Keeping in view the above situation a need was felt for a movement to settle down all the issues and
disputes outside from respectable courts. Definitely the people victims of this system need a safe exit
from disputes and cases but they have never provided a neutral and sincere platform for the issues
resolution without biasness. So a movement has been initiated for this purpose. In this movement
every person should devote on hour after JUMMA Prayer for voluntarily for ALLAH. They will solve
the disputes within their family, Mohallah, Street and city whichever is feasible of them.
Umrah Ticket:
SDF announced that those from the member who resoled more disputes amicably form TTMK will get
Umrah ticket.

In this connection three months were announced for contest amongst members and were told to shared
the data weekly and monthly.
The data was presented in the monthly meeting by each of the TTMK members.
At the end of the contest period, the winner was announced in a quarterly meeting seminar, the winner
Mr. Hafeezul Wahab is a doctor professionally and involved enthusiastically in social work.
He took an active part in the resolution of 17 disputes of different contexts. His efforts were
appreciated by the participants and pray for the better and bright future of TTMK.
Mission:
Vision:
Eliminating cases, disputes through
mediation instead of wasting of
To Established a
resources in Courts and efforts for
Developed, peaceful and
establishment of a peaceful,
prosperous society
progressive and prosperous Society by
through mitigation of
involvement of community notables.

dispute and court cases.

Objective:
Awareness: To establish a peaceful and prosperous society through awareness about Cases &
Disputes Alleviation and resolved amicably through an alternate process of restorative justice.

Provision of Resources and Opportunities:
The affecters of disputes/cases will be facilitated to listen and understand each
other point of view.

Mutual Coordination and Cooperation:
Mutual Coordination, information sharing with Govt and other relevant
Departments for the achievement of the objectives.

System improvement:
Positive efforts for improvement in police, judiciary process/ system.

Poverty Alleviation: Poverty alleviation through dispute and cases alleviation.
International Disputes and cases alleviation:
To request and pray for peaceful, honorably solution of international disputes
and cases.

Sacrifice of time and Wealth:
To contribute time and wealth voluntarily, among human for alleviation of

Fight Against chronic diseases

 A Prevention of Dengue virus
Prevention of Dengue fever through cleanliness and awareness campaigns



Activity objective:
To aware people against prevention of dengue, by sensitizing community to keep clean their surrounding area from
garbage and stagnant water.

Area visited:
Field visit to Aslam Kaley and Bagh koorona near flourmills , UC Patbaba, Kot Jungara, Jalala, Parkho and Daman –eKoh Tehsil Takht bhai.

Introduction:
SDF Aim is to see the world free of poverty and developed, prosperous Society. The credit goes to SDF for fighting
against any emergency and critical situation.
In this regards, when an outbreak of Dengue virus in KP was observed SDF along with line department were there to
work hand to hand for the betterment of the society.
SDF provide not only the technical support in de-watering, Filling and insecticide spray but also provide human
resources for awareness and identification of targeted areas, and vehicles as well with fuel and driver.
The Community were aware regarding preventions methods and symptoms of Dengue fever through speakers and
broachers developed and printed by SDF for awareness.
A voice message was ensured, developed and on air by SDF through different social groups and radio messages,
which mitigate the fear of Dengue and aware the people how to adopt the prevention methods.
Different visits were arranged and conducted to different villages and involve the dwellers of the locality to be a part of
this noble cause,
Most of the community take their keen interest in fighting in favor of cleanliness and to ensure the development of
health improvement

Some activities Description:
From municipal committee takht bhai SDF team and TMA staff visited aslam kally, Talab koorona near flour mills and
shariefabad near canal Takht bhai.SDF fully support TMA and d-watering squad with flexes, vehicle, loud speaker and
personnel. SDF also provide courtesy to aware and mobilize community against prevention of dengue and
disseminate the broacher amongst community.
The above mentioned visited area was full of stagnant water and garbage. The targeted area visited by SDF team was
observed full of pollution which was prone to provide best environment for the reproduction of Dengue and much more
diseases .Both the teams performed very well and successfully accomplished the task.

Fight Against social evils

 MAF Joint Action Forum 
Mushtarka Action Forum





 MAF pledge and undertaking ceremony 




Vision MAF:
To established a developed, peaceful and prosperous and free of all social evils society.
Mission:
A social evils free society through awareness and sensitization of the community /stakeholders.
Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Prevention of narcotics
Prevention of all type of Interest (Riba)
Prevention of firing
Prevention of child driving
Awareness regarding self helps initiative for the preventions of all evils and wrong customs, practices.
Coordination and liaison with line department for the achievement of MAF goal and objectives
To find out local issues and strive for the solution voluntarily

Achievements of MAF:
With lots of achievements by MAF, some of them are as under.

1. Resolution of 103 minor disputes:
MAF by the support of SDF management, work enthusiastically on 103 registered cases , which was resolved amicably with the
involvement of different stakeholders.
These disputes, comprised of minor Squabbles between two parties, money and other exchangeable disputes, Family matters,
Land capturing disputes, road accidents etc.

2. Prevention of narcotics:
MAF destroy the places where the narcotics users , dealers and purchasers were supposed to use, for this purpose MAF with
support of Police department demolished area, and the narcotics users were shifted to hospital , by the donation of MAF
members, they were also provided the courtesy for getting vocational skills and to established their sustainable enterprises.

3. Prevention of all types of interests:
MAF, aware the community regarding the consequences of interests through seminars, wall chalking and walks, where different
sect of life participated.

4. Prevention of child driving and over speeding over motorcycles:
MAF, Started a campaign of awareness regarding over speeding and child driving, for this purpose wall chalking, messages
through hording boards, and banners, and through Loud speakers in Tehsil Takht bhai.
Besides Through Police department the MAF ensured to impose penalty on the child driving and over speeding, this intervention
mitigate the accidents and the above mentioned worse activities by the children and adults.

5. Self help initiative:
MAF through coordination with different department and self help initiative established children and adults parks in different
places and addressed different issue and shared with Line department and concerned one for resolution.

Pictures Gallery

Figure 1 Enterprise development and women empowerment session

Community awareness session

Training session of State life on Data base

EINTATION SESSION FOR DISTRICT SARGODHA PERSONNEL

